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"IN TIffi FIELD

10.11.1924-2

TO: The Reichsraarshall and ■

C.-in-C. of the G.A.F.

Since the operations in Crete, I ha.ve heen concentrating on the

further development of the Paratroops, and on improving the methods of their

operational eraployment. The following report attempts to Suimnarise the

results of past operations and of my recent act .vitics.

I.

Our first para troop operations, in Holland., Ehen Eoiael, and
Oorinth were successfully concluded at the cost of relatively small losses.

Over Crete, losses vrere more severe, the majority being incurred
during the first landing under heavy defensive fire. These did not occur
in the air during the descent, as might have been expected, but during the
period in which the men T/ere extricating themselves from the parachute
harness, the fire-pov/er of the individual soldier being very inadequate.

Paratroops floatin.g do™ to earth present an extremely difficult
target, due to the erratic and swinging nature of their descent. Special
tests carried out with dunmuies have confirmed this, and ha.ve also given the
folloT/ing results:

(Tests carried out by a training unit under undisturbed conditi'ns)

At a range of 150m.
"  " " ” 250m.
"  " " " 350m,

180 shots 1 hit

2 hits

1  hit

784
17O8

As has been said,the most severe losses during the Crete opera
tions were incurred on the ground, a.fter landing. IJith the parachute then
in use, a paratrooper could only release himself from the harness by
Eta.nding upright, and thus presented an ea.sy target for enemy fire.

With the new type of harness
be effected in: a prone position,
new parachute are, sho™ by the following figures.

Release from the old harness

developed

80 sec

 since Crete, release can
and very rapidly,. The a.dvantages of this

onds (and longer if windy)

10 sec':'nds (even when windy)nev/

Furthermore, in Crete, our paratroops could only jtunp v/ith
pistols, band grenades, and very short range machine carbines. They were
therefore at the mercy of the enemy's superior fire-power until they could
reach the vreapon containers that had been dropped y/ith them.

To-d'ay, the paratroops carry all necessary y/ea’oons on them, a-nd can
therefore engage the enemy immediately and on an equa-1 footing. Their
striking power has thereby been substantially increased.

wTo.en the problem of the fire oower of the individual paratrooper
had been solved, I proceeded to the question of v/hether it vras possible" for
the pajratroops to fire at the eneoiy. from the air during the descent.

It v/as clearly proved that in addition to the great moral effect
achieved, it v;a.s possible to score nits from the air, and that up to a
range of 200 metres, more hits could be made from the air than in the
reverse operation. (Ground troops shooting at falling paratroops).

/ Exercises
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2.

Exercises were carried out from the air with rifles, machine
carbines and rifled Very pistols, and the best results were obtained with
the latter v/ea.pon,
rrenades v/ith percussion fuses was also ex-periinented v/ith.
the air noY/ forms an

at a range of up to 300 metres. The thro\7ing of hand
,  Eiring from

integral part of all panatroop training.

II.

Great progress has been a.de since Crete, despite the lack of a
suitable aircraft for training and operational flying.

The Ju.52 has been the only transport aircraft available for
operations hitherto. This has been a considerable disadvantage, - for
the presence of Ju.52's on airfields has been an indication to the enemy
that paratroop operations were impending. Enemy reconnaissance could not
fail to report the approach of several hiondred a.ircraft of the same type,
and surprise attacks 'were therefore impossible.

The Ju.52 is a slov/, unwieldy aircraft v/ith unprotected fuel
tanks, and makes an easier target for enemy fighters and’Flak then would
a bomber.

From this fact a^rose the urgent necessity of experimenting vvith
parachute Juiops from bombers, and since the operations over Crete, this
problem has been successfully tackled. Several thousand practise jumps
have been made from the He. Ill during ti'is period, and paratroops can now
be dropped from any type of bomber.

Juipps have a.lso been tried from gliders and tov/ing aircraft,
(He. Ill carrying 12 paratroops, Go. 242 glider v/ith 16 paratroops.

This use. of gliders x-eipresents a further step, forward toY/ards
the solution of the urgent problcoa of air transport space, and indicates
the great possibilities'of giant aircraft such as the"Me.321 and He.323
in the future conduct of the war.

Ill,

The arms used by our paratroops have also been improved. The
paratroop" gun, row in the process of development, has the pistol

grip and is in fact a conbination of the machine-carbine, rifle and
•machine gun, although vreighing less than the Mark 98 rifle. 2000 of
these Y/eanons

II,new

v/ill have been produced by Christmas, 1942.

In all operations to date, all artillery enr^loyed has had to be
landed separately, Sven in Crete, the new light parachute
and 10.5 cm) , could only be cari'ied by the m
PETHIl'iNON.

,  (7.5gLins

'st experienced battery near
cm

Airborne landings carried out in the enemy's rear depend above all
on the confusion caused by the suig^rise effect of^this means of attack.
Heavy mortars (Schwere Vurfkoerper-Batterien) , which can be dropped by
parachute, are very effective in this type of attack.

At the present time it is possible to drop all artillery in time
lor it to be used by the paratroops on reaching ground. .
IV.

_  The extremely important question of ni-ht jumps has also been
dealt y/ith. During the course of the past year, approximately 3000 night
jumps have been made, the He.Ill being used to an increasing extent for
this purpose.

/ On
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On clear moonli'ht ni.rhts, jiriping conditions are siniilajr to those
obtaining in dayti.,,'e. On dark nights, artificial illunination of the
dropping area is necessary. Flares can be drooped from the aircraft, or
the pa.ratroopers can themselves fire off Very pistols. It cannot yet
hovrever be said that dropping on dark nights is operationally feasible.

Mention should also be made of the special equipment that has been
introduced to reduce personal injuries on landing. Special clothes protect
the face, shoulders, elbows, knees, ankles and -pelvis and make landings
the most difficult terrain -possible.

on

V.

Considerable -progress must also be reported with regard to gliders.
The light DFS,230 glider was used operationally for the first time at Eben
Emael, and proved an outstanding success.

Severe mistakes, resulting in a number of Court-Martial cases,
were made during the operations in Crete, but in spite of this, and the fact
that only about 30^o of our gliders landed in the correct area, enemy anti
aircraft batteries at Cahea and Maleme w-ere completely destroyed ■'vithin a
feviT minutes.

In view of this success, further intensive development has been
continued, and the dive a-p-pi-oach with gliders has nov/ been introduced. This
method of ap-proach has the advantage of permitting the gliders to dive ra;pidly t
tnrough tne defensive fire of the enemyj if necessary, the use of screamers
can make it ap-pear that a dive-bombing attack is in -progress.

Two machine guns have been installed in some gliders, and during
preliminary tests, on a target 20m. x 20n. from a height of -lOOO metres,
10>b hits were scored on a glide approach and 25;,j on a dive approach.

Ropes approximately 50 metres in length are used for towing and
instruraent flying is not possible,
flying, the question of the
since the beginning of the war.
and simplifies tactical control.

To enable towed crliders to do instrument
rigid tow' (StarrscMepp) ^ has been studied

This method facilitates glider training

In addxtion to the light glider, nediuim and heavy ty-pes are novi^
also available. ^ The Go,242 can carry a load of 2 tons (metric), has as
arraaraent 4 machine guns, and is suitable for dive approaches. In vieo? of
the fact that it can trans-port a number of large guns (e.g. 7.5cim. anti
tank guns) together virith troops, it is exceptionally suitable for operational
employment.

The giant Me. 321 glider has reached the stage of develo-pment
which the heaviest guns can be carried. Equipped with the new Servo-
controls, this aircraft is almost as manoeuvrable as a light slider, but
has the disadvantage that it requires large ground
servicing.

a

crews for o-perational

t

The increasing size of gliders enables us to consider the
planning of large-scale airborne o-perations directed at open country in the
rear of the enemy. It is now possible for large gliders to carry heavy andcuiibersome gr-ound levelling equi-pment, which can be used to prepare landing
strips for powered aircraft on almost any open space-
VI.

The German Paratroop Corps has demonstrated its value
theatres of war. Trained for its special tasks and
engagements in which there can be no surrender,
probably greater than that of the
more cautious.

in all

a.ooustomed to fighting
its offensive spirit is

iri-ny,- which can usually afford to be

')ar
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4.

Our paratroops have long been, better arned and equipped thein the
Infantry. La.rger gliders now enable them to carry the heaviest weapons
into battle writh them. Tactics have been improved, and these have
appreciably increased our chajnces of success and reduced the risk of
heavy losses,
operation.

Our paratroops are to-day equal to any type of airborne

The High Conimand has not undertalcen any airborne operation since
Now, when the stiffening of enemy resistance on all fronts revealsCrete,

the^possibility of long drawn out and bloody fighting, and when the
striking po'.ver of our paratroops is irmense,
enemy by airborne operations at key points in his rear,
contribution be made towards rapid and decisive victory.

is the time to suipjrise- the
Only thus can a

(Signed) STUDENT.

General der Plieger.
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